License to cheat
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Strengthening ﬁnancial regulations to rebuild trust is necessary. Roberto Weber,
Professor in Behavioral Economics at the Department of Economics, has studied
with colleagues how individuals decide to do something unethical and how
regulations affect people’s decisions to this. Their study shows that when one has
the opportunity to avoid being regulated, the result is a ȍlicense to cheatȎ that
facilitates unethical conduct. Aileen Zumstein

«Easily avoidable
regulations can
yield outcomes that
are worse than
simply having no
regulations at all.Ȏ
Prof. Dr. Roberto Weber

ȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱ ǯȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
always cheated and are cheating still. When we
think of regulations then we think of something
that is asent or resentǰ and if it is resent it inĚuences the ehaior in uestion. ut thatȂs not
always the case.
Imperfect or partial regulations
n the resence of imerfect regulations eole
focus on trying to ęnd ways around them if they
can eneęt from doing so. nce they ęnd a way
to circumvent regulations, they behave highly
unethically. They feel licensed to cheat and
entitled to e¡loit looholes as much as
they can.
The resence of avoidable regulations diminishes internal concerns for ethical acts. If there
is no regulation in lace then eole often have
the moral sense that certain things are wrong because no regulation e¡ists to rotect other eole
or free cometition. The study shows that easily avoidable regulations can yield outcomes that
are worse than simly having no regulations at
all. This, in turn, roduces more unethical conduct than situations in which regulation is either
e¡ogenously imosed or entirely absent.

Designing effective regulation
To design eěective regulations reuires a clear
understanding of not only what regulations do
but also what eěect they have. Weber and collaborators show that imerfect regulations that
allow eole to cheat, strongly aěect behavior in
seĴings where regulation is absent, something
they term a ȍsill overȎ eěect.
egulatory eěectiveness can be enhanced by
eole observing othersȂ behavior. When they
see e¡amles of ethical behavior, this can hel
convince eole that such behavior is widesread. aving rominent ęrms ublicly buying
into regulations, at an early stage, can inĚuence
subseuent adotion or comliance with those
regulations by others.
Ethical behavior can also be facilitated by
making eoleȂs decision to comly with regulations ublic. It otentially legitimi£es other eoleȂs decisions to adot the regulations as well.
onversely, knowing that looholes are being
e¡loited makes eole adot a similar behavior. The ublic eěect of a erson choosing to
comly or not comly with regulations is an
imortant inĚuence on the eěectiveness of regulation.
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